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The purpose of this document is to give you an understanding on how Oracle prices its databases
and application programs - and to demonstrate the dramatic cost impact this has on less powerful
systems like Sun’s E10000 and Hewlett-Packard’s Superdome.  Although the paper looks only at
Oracle software, other ISV software may also be priced based on the number of processors.

This type of pricing strategy favors systems like the IBM ^ pSeries 680 and 
IBM RS/6000® Model S80 which are capable of more work per processor based on TPC-C
results than systems from competitors like Sun and HP.

From the table below it is easy to see that the pSeries 680 with 24 processors easily out performs
a 48-way HP Superdome and a 64-way Sun E10000.

08/29/0001/02/0110/16/00Benchmark results date
02/28/0105/02/0104/13/01System availability date

Sybase ASE 2.0.0.2Oracle 8i EE v8.7.1.1Oracle 8i EE v8.7.1Database
400552600MHz per processor
644824Number of processors

$48.81$70.56$43.30$/tpmC (US)
156,873.03197,024.17220,807.27tpmC

#5#3#1Ranking
Sun E10000HP SuperdomepSeries 680TPC-C (single system)

It is interesting to note that when Sun ran the same TPC-C benchmark using Oracle 8i, they had a
much lower performance and higher cost per transaction than shown in the table above.  See the
table below for the comparison of a 24-way RS/6000 S80 versus a 64-way Sun E10000 running
Oracle 8i. 

03/24/9910/29/99Benchmark results date
05/02/0103/01/00System availability date

Oracle 8i EE v8.1.5.1Oracle 8i EE v8.1.6Database
400450MHz per processor
6424Number of processors

$105.63$52.04$/tpmC (US)
115,395.73135,815.70tpmC

Sun E10000RS/6000 S80TPC-C (single system)

Certainly one of the contributing cost factors was the difference in the database prices.  The total
5 year cost including maintenance of Sybase reported in Sun’s TPC-C disclosure was $542,400
compared to $2,788,390 when they ran the benchmark with an older version of Oracle 8i.  Clearly
the choice of the database can influence the total cost as well as price/performance.

The above TPC-C benchmarks were all run at different times, so a direct comparison of Oracle
prices cannot be made without updating the prices.  The following methodology is based solely on
information obtained from Oracle’s Web site as of January 25, 2001.
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Oracle prices their software based on several factors:

� The number of systems
� The type of processor/system architecture
§ Intel or Intel compatible (multiplier of 1)
§ RISC (multiplier of 1.5)
§ Mainframe (multiplier of 24)

� Number of processors
� MHz per processor

The multiplication of these factors results in the Universal Power Unit (UPU).  Oracle states their  
prices in dollars per UPU or dollars per minimum user.  The minimum number of users per single
system is calculated by dividing UPU by 30 with normal rounding.  The UPU and minimum user
values for S80, p680, E10000 and Superdome are:

1,28038,400400641.51Sun E10000
1,32539,744552481.51HP Superdome
72021,600600241.51pSeries 680
54016,200450241.51S80

Minimum
users

UPU
MHz/

processor
# of

processors
Arch.
factor

# of
systems

Oracle has a  calculator on their Web site that will compute the number of UPUs or minimum
users, if you prefer. 

To calculate the price of the software, all you have to do is select the type of license you want.
The choices are:

� Perpetual
� 4 year, which is 60% of Perpetual (with normal rounding)
� 2 year, which is 35% or Perpetual (with normal rounding)

For purposes of this comparison, we will use the Perpetual license charges.  Because the fee is a
constant, the percent difference in list price will remain the same regardless of which license type
you choose.

The cost of Oracle 8i Enterprise Edition as of January 25, 2001 for the above configurations is:

$2,688,000$1,152,000$3,840,000$10038,40064Sun E10000
$2,782,080$1,192,320$3,974,400$10039,74448HP Superdome
$1,512,000$648,000$2,160,000$10021,60024pSeries 680
$1,134,000$486,000$1,620,000$10016,20024S80

Net priceDiscount
Total list

price
Price/
UPU

UPU
# of

Processors
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Both the p680 and S80 have a tremendous price advantage over the HP Superdome and Sun
E10000, but this is just the tip of the iceberg.  Based on raw performance, the p680 is 41.5%
faster than the 64-way Sun E10000 and 12% more powerful than the HP Superdome.  This means
you actually need even fewer processors to match the performance of the Sun and HP; thus, you
could have even greater savings.

For example, if we make the very conservative assumption that there is 1-to-1 scaling in
performance as we add processors to the p680 (this means there is no degradation in
performance).  It would take approximately 17 p680 processors to meet or exceed the
performance of the Sun E10000.  Because the processors for p680 come in increments of 6, the
price comparison should be between an 18-way p680 and a 64-way Sun E10000.

$2,688,000$1,152,000$3,840,000$10038,40064Sun E10000
$1,134,000$486,000$1,620,000$10016,20018pSeries 680

Net priceDiscount
Total list

price
Price/
UPU

UPU
# of

Processors

Based on the above example, the Oracle database software is over 57% less expensive on the
pSeries 680 than it is on the Sun E10000.

Oracle typically prices their application software based on minimum users.  They recommend that
you consult with them for the number of minimum users for ERP and CRM applications.  If the
same type of performance ratios apply to Oracle applications as it does for databases, then you
could experience similar types of saves because the price is a constant.  Please use Oracle’s
Web-based store to calculate the price of application software.  Just follow the steps above to
determine application prices.

Conclusion:

Many factors go into determining the overall cost of ownership.  The cost of middleware and
applications can be a significant item.  Systems like the IBM ^ pSeries 680 and 
IBM RS/6000 Model S80 can provide a significant cost savings -- in some cases exceeding 50%
over the E10000.  

There are other factors like IBM’s 24x7 one year warranty, low cost financing options and
aggressively priced system that further improve the cost of ownership.  

IBM’s UNIX systems deliver extraordinary value compared to Sun and HP. 

Notes:

All information about performance was obtained from www.tpc.org as of January 25, 2001.  All
information about Oracle’s products, pricing methodology and prices are from Oracle’s Web site
www.oracle.com as of January 25, 2001.  Please note prices and benchmark results are subject to
change.  Please check the above Web sites for the latest available information.
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